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Short Description

This CS-SB rod set from HellermannTyton is a professional cable installation tool which enables
installation jobs to be done in record time even in the most challenging environments. Rods made of
glass reinforced plastic (GRP) are able to pull a cable weight of up to 80 kg. The product also allows its
user to inspect, illuminate and retrieve. The complete system integrates rods, a variety of useful
attachments and a bag to store all parts in one place.

Rods made of GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic) are screwed together and fitted with one or more of the
attachments. Three diameters and different bending radius ensure a high degree of flexibility, so that
rods can either be bent, pulled or pushed.

Set comprises:

1 x 4 mm x 1000 mm rod yellow
4 x 5 mm x 1000 mm rond red
175 mm white flexi lead
split ring
gender changer
tuff hook
mini eye
domed bullet

Also known as a cable rodders or fish wire

Description

This CS-SB rod set from HellermannTyton is a professional cable installation tool which enables
installation jobs to be done in record time even in the most challenging environments. Rods made of
glass reinforced plastic (GRP) are able to pull a cable weight of up to 80 kg. The product also allows its
user to inspect, illuminate and retrieve. The complete system integrates rods, a variety of useful
attachments and a bag to store all parts in one place.

Rods made of GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic) are screwed together and fitted with one or more of the
attachments. Three diameters and different bending radius ensure a high degree of flexibility, so that
rods can either be bent, pulled or pushed.

Set comprises:

1 x 4 mm x 1000 mm rod yellow
4 x 5 mm x 1000 mm rond red
175 mm white flexi lead
split ring
gender changer
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tuff hook
mini eye
domed bullet

Also known as a cable rodders or fish wire
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